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Ever Foam Soap Dispenser AISI316

L83 x W33 x H104 mm

Code Number

Stainless Steel AISI316

EVER FOAM SOAP DISPENSER MAINS

Ref # 230960

Touch free electronic soap dispenser for foaming non proprietary soap. Deck

mounted installations, activated by infrared sensor. Stainless Steel AISI316 body,

other finishes available.  Includes a 1 liter soap bottle and bottle support. Optional

for remote installation: extension cable and longer piping. The following

functions can be performed by using Stern remote control: soap quantity

selection, air amount for more foam ability, priming fill of the soap tank,

temporary off, coming back to factory settings.

Application:

Providing the perfect "foamability", Stern ś touch free foam soap dispenser helps

to ensure that the bathroom will stay organized and neat. Combined with Trendy

touch free electronic faucet, it creates a germ-free and automated environment.

Use:

Touch free electronic foam soap dispenser. The soap dispenser is activated

automatically when the users bring their hands within the sensor range and stops

when the users remove their hands.

Finish

Supplier Acme Sanitary Ware Co. Ltd

Mr. Eric Wong/ Mr. Don Yuen
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SPARE PARTS LIST

Note: In order to locate the relevant spare part, please check the corresponding parts and part mumber in the drawing. Minimum order

quantity will be required.
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